
looking atReuiewing

by Steve Hurt

ihe original purpose of exploring
some of the new developments in
reloading was to assist reloaders.
This is not just in expanding on

some of the core issues, but also to provide
hunters with information on a number of
the more refined tools and information
sources now available. In exploring the
principles and boundaries of loading a preci-
sion hunting cartridge, the purpose was also
to help reloaders produce the best quality
(fit for purpose) cartridges possible, with a
minimum investment in time and compo-
nent cost.

So let's review some of the basic prin-
ciples discussed in some previous articles:
. Use the best quality components avail-
able. Always measure and conf,rm - don't
assume;
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. Review multiple sources to evaluate the
best fltting and partnered components;
. Always start at the'minimum'load and
work up, making sure the minimum is actu-
ally known, for the intended temperature
range and application;
. Understand that when developing a
load, changing any component will require
that development be started again {rom
'minimum';
. Ensure the powder load density exceeds
90 per cent (particularly when using slower
powders as such ADl2209 and slower),
unless advised by the powder manu-facturer
for a particular circumstance;
. Establish your temperature parameters
and stay within those pressure limits
as specified in the SMMI or CIP stan-
dards. Remembe4 the powder volume

fhis is when it oll
counis. There's
no room for
error here!

ll's wonder{ul when it oll comes logether. A very/
hoppy Andy Mollen wilh o fine Northern TerritorT
buffolo, lelled by o 9.3x62mm Mouser ond o
Woodleigh 286-9roin round-nosed soft-point.

band becomes narrower as the nominated
temperature range widens;
. Approach reloading manual maximums
with extreme caution, especially in hotter
climates. Thke similar care when examining
minimum loads for extremely cold climates;
. Understand that 20 per cent below
maximum pressure (not powder charge) is
the 'floor' (minimum load for a modern rifle/
hunting carl-ridge) to avoid detonation and
hang fires;
. Seat the projectiles at least 0.01" off the
lands, but experiment with seating depth for
accuracy;
. Understand that neck tension is likely
best somewhere between 0.001 and 0.002".
When using heavy recoiling magazine (big-
game) rifles, note that crimping may be
required;
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. Evaluate your required projectile gyro-
scopic stability options (using the Miller
Stability Formula program);
. Match your cartridge and projectile
selection to the intended game species and
hunting conditions. Start with checking the
manufacturer's stated intent for the product.
The HITS program may also be of some
assistance here;
. Testyourload developments inthe actual
or simulated conditions you expect to use
them in;
. Tieat all pressure signs, be they high or
low, as warnings - not aberrations;
. Understand that reloading manuals that
specify the conditions under which testing
was conducted, that declare all compo-
nents used and that establish the pressures
achieved under the stated conditions are
the baseline requirements for reloaders.
Data that does not specify these is of limited
value and may not be safe for your purposes,
especially if the components chosen by the
reloader significantly affect shot start initia-
tion pressures; and
. Quantify and qualify the objectives and
outcomes against benchmarked standards.
Use the best forecasting and measuring
equipment available. Yes, it can be expen-
sive, but shared among friends or within
a club, the costs can be amortised more
effectively.

Progroms snd producls
It is virtually impossible to forecast the
relationship between load pressures and
temperature without a good, scientific
predictive load program. I use Quickload
(available from www.neconos.com). When
using this program though, it is essential
to keep in mind that the forecasts gener-
ated in the program are using algorithmic
equations and industry standards, against
which individual equipment and component
tolerances may vary widely. In this regard,
the Quickload program is no different to
a loading manual, except that many of the

Bullet Penelralion:
todelling the Dynamics
ond the lncapacitation
Resulting frcm Wound
Iroumo by Duncon
MorPhereon is one of
the finesl explorotions
on rhe subiect ol bullet
penelrolion ever
published. Ahhough
heovy reoding, it
debunks mony mylhs
ond compfire opinions.
It is ovoiloble from
w.omozon.Gom

assumptions are known and may be adjusted
as required.

It is equally important that this 'interac-
tive'reloading manual be used in conjunc-
tion with a quality published manual. It is
not a substitute for, but rather a qualitative
enhancement to, a reloader's toolkit.

If, howeve[ you really want to know
more reasonably what is actually going on
in terms of pressures generated by indi-
vidual loads in a particular firearm, look at
acquiring an electronic pressure instrument
such as Pressure Tirace II (available from
www.shootingsoftware.com). While this
instrument is not of an absolute standard,
it is of suffrcient value to be worthwhile in
monitoring pressure changes in an indi-
vidual firearm, not otherwise available to
the shooting enthusiast.

It is often said that there are three lie
detectors in this business: the rangefinde4
the chronograph, and the target. For those
interested in longer range precision hunting,
a good-quality rangefinder and chronograph
are essential. The very best chronographs
available to the Australian shooter come
from Europe: have a look attheKwzzeit
PVM 08 or 21. Quality PDA or phone
app-based external ballistic programs are
also baseline requirements for those who
wish to hunt further out. Learning to use
such sophisticated equipment effectively
is most efficiently facilitated by attending a
competent training course. Some of the best
equipment and training in this area of exper-
tise in Australia is available from Precision
Shooting (www.precisionshooting.com.au).

Lqdder testing
At the beginning of this discussion, the
statement was made that it is possible to
find acceptable accuracy within 30 rounds.
With all the other parameters established

fhe Pressure froce Il syslem connected to o
6.5x284-colibre long-ronge rifle. Ahhough rhe
fiEures Eeneroled by fhis slrstem ore nol obsolule,
lhey ore wilhoul doubt o very useful guide os
lowhol hoppens with ony porlirulor lood in
o specific rille, os opposed to o test borrel of
undeclored dimension. E is porliculorly good ol
identifying loods wilh errotic or stepped burn
roles, indicoling o mismotch of componenls or
lood densily. Doto is lronsmilted to o loptop vio
Blueloolh lechnology.

The Quicklood program is o disk-bosed
eleclronic olgorithm progrom, which is on
incredibly useful lool lor odvonced relooders.
Used in coniunclion with o quolily relooding
monuol, ir will enoble relooders to develop
ond loilor lheir loods lo spetific borrels ond
climotic condilions. lt is olso uselul lor reverse
engineering lhot is specifying o proied.

regarding minimum and maximum, load
one round at minimum, with the next half
a grain higher and so on until maximum is
reached. ff the cartridge of choice requires a

load less than 40 grains of powde4 a smaller
increment of a quarter grain might be more
suitable. This will be a maximum of f,ve or
six rounds if the temperature parameters 0
to 38C are used.

Using Benchrest-style sandbag front and
rear rests at a range of 50m, aiming at the
same mark, fire each round, marking each
and every shot. Obviously, this procedure
will require each case to be inspected for
pressure signs. If pressures signs appea-r, or
if you are in any way doubtful, stop!

As a note, primers backing out of a case
primer pocket with excessive black carbon
stains around the case neck on entryJevel
loads indicate pressures that are too low,
rather than too high. Stop, check your data
and start again. If something doesn't seem
right, it probably isn't.

As each round is plotted, the elevation
should rise, along with the increasing pres-
sure. There will be a point, howeveq where
two or three rounds will appear fairly close
together - a nodal point. If this process were
to continue (above safe pressure limits),
subsequent rounds rarill rapidly depart the
group and often surprisin gly, at a lower point.

You will now have a band width of no
more than 1 grain. Load three rounds in
each weight range, half a grain (or quarter
as required) apart, and test for group size.
Selecting the best group, load three groups
of three, the first 10 thou, the second 15
thou and the last 20 thou off the lands or
as the magazine allows. Test the selected
load with a group of three shots at 100m.
Remember to let the barrel cool and then
clean it between groups for consistent
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to confirm results at around 300m, as the
most likely suitable projectites for this type
of work will not have 'gone to sleep'at the
shorter ranges. Further development is
rarely needed for hunting accuracy.

The two most important issues to keep
in mind here are that pressure signs, high
or low, should be treated as serious warn-
ings, not anomalies or aberrations. Find out
exactly what is happening before proceeding
further. It is also important that loads should
be developed in, or as close as is possible to
simulate, the conditions in which they will
be used.

Economic issues
Responsible hunters aim to achieve a
humane outcome and utilise the harvest
whereverpossible. Rarely do they fire
many shots, or take more than one or two
medium- to large-game animals at a time -
it's simply too much work! In this context,
the cost of premium-quality equipment and
components is almost of little consequence
once an effective load has been developed.

Cheap or substandard ammunition may
well prove to be fulse economics, and since
it is such a small component of the total
cost a hunt, it's almost insignificant. Even
if a round of super-premium ammunition
costs $5 per round, the total still doesn't

amount to very much. Compared to the
cost of fuel, a week's food and so on, or the
potential cost of missing out on that once-in-
a-lifetime trophy, the cost of even the most
expensive ammunition is still relatively low.
As such, try to buy the best you can possibly
afford. It's cheapest in the long run and
greatly reduces the possibility of undesir-
able harvest outcomes.

Summory
Researching and writing articles about new
ways of looking at reloading projectiles
for hunting has been as much ofan eye-
opener for me as possibly anyone else. To

fhe Oplimol Borrel fime Formuto is o
supplemeniory loot tholsupplementory lool thot poilnens with the
Quicklood progrom ond helps to idenrify borret
occurocy nodot poinls for specific borrel ienqths.occurocy nodo! poinls for specific borrel lengths.
With so mony olgorithms irivolved, this con 6ntyinvolved, this con 6nty

l, bul il does discountbe consldered o guideline, but il does discouni
o lorge number of possible loods os o woste olo lorge number of possible loods os o woste of
lime, norrowing the field to bet er optlons in the
first ottempt.

be honest, it's been both challenging and a
lot offun. The hardest part in learning about
anything is being honest enough with your-
self to be able to say, the more I learn, the
more I realise what I don't know. H<jweve4
it keeps learning fun and I for one would like
to keep it that way. o
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